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ABSTRACT: Sulfonated poly(phthalazinone ether sulfone ketone) (SPPESK) composite membranes are fabricated through electrostatic

layer-by-layer (LbL) self-assembly method with chitosan (CS) and phosphotungstic acid (PWA) to enhance the proton conductivity

and stability. The results demonstrate that LbL self-assembly has different effects on the SPPESK membrane substrates with different

sulfonation degrees (DSs). It elevates proton conductivity of the SPPESK membrane of lower DS and enhances swelling stability of

the SPPESK membrane of higher DS. For instance, at 808C, proton conductivity of the SPPESK0.74/(CS/PWA)1 membrane (lower

DS) increases by 16%–96.49 mS cm21, and swelling ratio of the SPPESK1.01/(CS/PWA)3 membrane (higher DS) decreases from 58

to 29%. Attribute to the electrostatic interaction and ion cross-linking networks, permeability of the SPPESK0.74/(CS/PWA)3 mem-

brane and the SPPESK1.01/(CS/PWA)5 membrane are reduced by 45 and 30%, respectively. The results indicate that the LbL self-

assembly has broadened the available DS range for fuel cell applications. VC 2015 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J. Appl. Polym. Sci. 2016, 133, 42867.
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INTRODUCTION

Proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) has been exten-

sively studied as an electrochemical energy conversion device

due to high power density, compactness and environmental

friendliness.1,2 As the core component of PEMFC, proton

exchange membrane (PEM) acts as not only a separator

between the fuel and oxidant, but also the proton-conductive

medium from anode to cathode.3–5 Nafion, a perfluorinated

membrane, has been considered to be the state-of-the-art PEM

in PEMFCs for superior proton conductivity. However, high

methanol permeability and excessive cost limit its further devel-

opment,6,7 thus stimulating the efforts to investigate inexpensive

and environmentally friendly nonfluorinated polymers.8

Sulfonated poly(phthalazinone ether sulfone ketone) (SPPESK)

has great prospects for PEM applications due to its excellent

chemical durability and mechanical properties.9 However, in

comparison with perfluorinated membranes, SPPESK PEM

exhibits weaker acidity, narrower ion-channel and more “dead

ends.”10 Consequently, competitive conductivity must be

attained by increasing the sulfonation degree (DS), that is, the

ion exchange capacity (IEC).11 Unfortunately, the dimensional

stability and methanol resistance will be deteriorated with

higher DS.12 Therefore, a balance must be achieved between the

conductivity and stability. To solve this problem, significant

efforts such as covalent crosslinking,13 semi-interpenetrating,14

and doping organically modified montmorillonite15 had been

performed in our previous works. In addition, Nagarale et al.16

polymerized a thin layer of polyaniline (PANI) on the surface of

the SPEEK membrane to enhance the stability and methanol

resistance. However, all the improvements are still at the cost of

declining in proton conductivity.

Electrostatic layer-by-layer (LbL) self-assembly shows great

potential in the preparation and modification of PEMs in recent

years because of the advantages of simple operation, environ-

mental friendliness and high versatility.17–19 Through sequential

electrostatic adsorption between the positively and negatively

charged polyelectrolytes, highly ordered structure is constructed

spontaneously.20,21 It has been proved superior in methanol

resistance in consequence of the multilayer on the membrane

substrate.22,23 Proton conductivity can also be enhanced by

choosing a proper combination of polycation and polyanion.24

For instance, a multilayer film of PANI and phosphotungstic

acid (PWA) elevated the proton conductivity of the substrate

membrane from 0.074 S cm21 (258C) to 0.093 S cm21.25

Despite the great application potential of the LbL self-assembly

in PEMs,26,27 no information is available on SPPESK LbL self-

assembly membrane in literature so far. Moreover, most relative

studies put emphasis merely on the influence of polyelectrolyte
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multilayer,28,29 pH,30 and ionic strength.31 Little is known about

the effects of DS of substrate membrane on the performance of

PEMs. In this study, a multilayer is prepared on surface of the

SPPESK membrane using electrostatic LbL self-assembly to

improve the conductivity and stability. PWA, a super ionic con-

ductor in fully hydrated states, is selected as the polyanion.32,33

And CS acts as the polycation due to its affinity to water.34,35

The effects of the multilayer film combined with DS on the per-

formance are investigated in details.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials

PPESK with a sulfone/ketone ratio of 1:1 (S/K 5 1/1) was pro-

vided by Dalian Baolimo Chemicals and dried overnight at

1208C before use. Chitosan (CS, MW 5 500,000 and 90% degree

of deacetylation), PWA (AR), sulfuric acid (96–98%, AR), fum-

ing sulfuric acid (20–24% SO3, AR), methanol (GR), n-butanol

(GR), and other reagents were obtained commercially and used

without further purification.

Preparation of SPPESK Membrane

SPPESK was synthesized by the direct sulfonation method using

the mixture of sulfuric acid and fuming sulfuric acid as the sul-

fonating agent, and separated by precipitating in ice-cold deion-

ized (DI) water. Details were reported in our previous work.15

DS of SPPESK was determined by ion exchange titration. In

this study, SPPESK with DS of 0.74 and 1.01 were used and

named as SPPESK0.74 and SPPESK1.01, respectively.

The SPPESK membranes were prepared by solution casting from

10 wt % SPPESK in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP). The SPPESK

solution was purified by centrifugation for 15 min, and then casted

onto a glass plate and dried at 608C for 3 days. The dried mem-

branes (about 50 lm) were soaked in 2 mol L21 HCl solution for

48 h and washed with DI water to remove excess acid before usage.

LbL Self-Assembly on SPPESK Membrane Substrate

CS solution of 2 g L21 (w/v) was prepared by dissolving CS in

2% (v/v) acetic acid solution and PWA was dissolved in DI water

to form 1 mmol L21 solution (pH 2.5). The LbL deposition pro-

cess was carried out as follows. The prepared SPPESK membrane

was dipped into CS solution at room temperature for 10 min

and rinsed with DI water three times to remove weakly bonded

electrolyte molecules, followed by removal of the residual water

with absorbent tissue. Subsequently, the membrane was deposited

with a PWA layer following the same steps adopted for CS depo-

sition. The alternate self-assembly of CS and PWA was repeated

to increase the number of CS/PWA bilayer on SPPESK mem-

brane. The corresponding modified SPPESK membrane was

denoted as SPPESK/(CS/PWA)n composite membrane, where n

was the number of CS/PWA bilayer. In our work, SPPESK0.74

with 3 CS/PWA bilayers and SPPESK1.01 with 5 CS/PWA bilayers

composite membranes were prepared to make sure both the

membranes possess low enough swelling ratio and high enough

conductivity at the same time.

LbL Self-Assembly Characterization

The Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) spectra was

recorded on an EQUINOX55 FTIR instrument at a wave num-

ber range of 500–4000 cm21.

The morphology of the membranes was examined using a

QUANTA450 scanning electron microscope (SEM). Prior to

measurement, the samples were fractured in liquid nitrogen and

sputter-coated with a thin layer of gold on the fractured

section.

The IEC of the membranes was obtained by titration technique.

Membrane samples were soaked into 3 mol L21 NaCl solution

for 24 h to ensure the fully exchange of Na1 ions for H1 ions.

Then the solutions were titrated by 0.01 mol L21 NaOH solu-

tion with phenolphthalein as the indicator. IEC was calculated

as the following equation:

IEC5
VNaOH3CNaOH

Mdry

(1)

where V NaOH and CNaOH are the volume and concentration

of NaOH solution, respectively, and Mdry is the dry weight of

membrane samples.

Membrane Properties Characterization

Water uptake measurement was done by gravimetric technique.

Membrane samples were immersed into DI water at a certain

temperature for 12 h and measured the weight (mwet) and

dimension. After dried at 808C for 24 h, the weight (mdry) and

dimension were redetermined. The water uptake and swelling

ratio were calculated by the two following equations,

respectively.

Water uptakeð%Þ5 mwet2mdry

mdry

3100% (2)

Swelling ratioð%Þ5 lwet2ldry

ldry

3100% (3)

where lwet5ðlwet1•lwet2Þ1=2, ldry5ðldry1•ldry2Þ1=2, and lwet1,

lwet2, ldry1 and ldry2 are lengths and widths of wet membranes

and dry membranes, respectively.

Proton conductivity was measured by the four-electrode AC

impedance method using the Ivium A08001 impedance analyzer

over a frequency range of 1–105 Hz. Conductivity (r) was

obtained using the following equation:

r5
L

RdD
(4)

where L is the distance between the two potential electrodes, d

and D are the thickness and width of the membrane sample,

respectively, and R is the resistance of membrane.

The methanol permeability was determined by a static method15

using a home-made glass diffusion cell, where the membrane

was sandwiched between two reservoirs. The left reservoir was

filled with mixture of 1 mol L21 methanol and 0.02 mol L21 1-

butanol and the right reservoir had the same volume of 0.02

mol L21 1-butanol. With stirring on both sides, methanol in

the left reservoir would diffuse into right gradually and the

instant concentration of methanol in the right reservoir was

obtained using gas chromatographic. According to the steady

state principle, the relationship between the concentration of

methanol in right reservoir and permeation time was given by:
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dCR

dt
5

AP

LV
ðCL2CRÞ (5)

where V is the volume of solution in the reservoir, A and L are

the area and thickness of the membrane, respectively, P is the

methanol permeability, CL is the pristine concentration of

methanol in left reservoir, and CR is the instant concentration

of methanol in right reservoir. For the reasons of tiny permea-

tion and no methanol existing in right reservoir at beginning,

the equation CL2CR � CL is admissive. Herein, for eq. (5), the

right section can be seen as constant (K ), which is the slope of

the concentration via time straight line. Therefore, an equation

for methanol permeability as follows was obtained:

P5
KLV

ACL

(6)

The thermal stability of the membranes was analyzed using

thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) following the process of

258C-1808C-258C-9008C at a rate of 108C min21 under a nitro-

gen atmosphere. Derivative thermogravimetry (DTG) curve was

the first order derivative of TGA curve versus temperature.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

LbL Self-Assembly Characterization

Hammond36 believed that the adsorbed polyelectrolyte multi-

layer thin layers were highly interpenetrated, and hence LbL

self-assembly could be seen as a means of creating nanoscale

blends. When the CS solution is added into PWA solution,

white floc is formed, which is insoluble in either water or con-

ventional solvents such as NMP. It is indicated that the electro-

static interaction between CS and PWA is strong enough to

ensure the formation and stability of CS-PWA complex. The

FTIR spectra of PWA, CS, and CS-PWA complex are presented

in Figure 1, from which the characteristic peaks of both PWA

and CS in CS-PWA complex are confirmed. For example, the

bands at 1080, 982, 893, and 804 cm21 are ascribed to vas (P-

O), vas (W-Od), vas (W-Ob-W), and vas (W-Oc-W) of PWA,

respectively. Meanwhile, the wide bands at 3423 cm21 derive

from the overlapping of vas (OAH) and vas (NAH) of CS, and

the peak at 1590 cm21 is assigned to vas (NAH). These adsorp-

tion peaks are not aggregated simply but exhibit blue or red

shifts with changed widths, suggesting the existence of the

strong electrostatic interaction between CS and PWA, and this

is the basis of assembly. The results prove the preservation of

geometry of PWA in the complex and thus ensure the function

of conducting protons. It can be noticed that a new peak at

1521 cm21 in the CS-PWA spectrum appears. This adsorption

peak suggests the presence of amide group.37 It should be

formed from the reaction between CS and acetic acid during

the preparation process of CS solution, which barely has effect

on electrostatic interaction between CS and PWA.

Morphologies of the SPPESK/(CS/PWA)n composite membranes

are investigated in detail. Figures 2 and 3 give the schematics

and SEM images of the SPPESK1.01/(CS/PWA)5 membrane,

respectively. It is noticed in Figure 2 that a thin multilayer is

constructed and coated on the surface of the SPPESK mem-

brane substrate due to the electrostatic interaction. Figure 3(a)

shows that there is a thin film (about 1.3 lm) deposited on sur-

face of the SPPESK1.01 membrane substrate, demonstrating the

success of the multilayer assembly. Figure 3(b) presents the clear

structure of 1/2 bilayer, the thickness of which is about 130 nm.

The surface morphology is smooth with no obvious phase sepa-

ration [Figure 3(c)], confirming that PWA is entrapped or sur-

rounded uniformly by CS chains because of the electrostatic

interaction.

The IEC values of the SPPESK and SPPESK/(CS/PWA)n mem-

branes are shown in Figure 4. It is noted that the IEC of the

membranes decrease after LbL modification. The reason can be

that some -SO3H groups in SPPESK combined with CS could

not exchange ions anymore and the low eigen IEC (0.03

mmol g21) of CS-PWA complex could not improve the overall

IEC of the membrane. This verifies the success assembly of the

multilayer on the membrane substrate in another aspect.

Membrane Properties

Water Uptake and Swelling Ratio. Water uptake is closely

related to the proton conductivity and mechanical stability of

membranes. High water uptake stimulates the transport of pro-

ton and thus elevates the efficiency of fuel cell, but excessive

water may cause severe swelling and shorten the lifetime. There-

fore, the optimal water uptake is essential to balance the con-

ductivity and dimensional stability.15,38 Water uptake and

swelling ratio of the SPPESK and SPPESK/(CS/PWA)n mem-

branes are shown in Figure 5(a,b), respectively. As shown, at

308C, water uptake of the composite membranes with two dif-

ferent DSs increases firstly and then decreases with increasing

bilayer numbers. For both DSs, the SPPESK/(CS/PWA)1 mem-

branes have the highest water uptake compared with other com-

posite membranes. Despite that the combination of some

ASO3H groups with CS affects the uptake of water, CS and

PWA are both strongly adsorbent and lead to the rising up of

water uptake of the SPPESK/(CS/PWA)1 membranes. With the

increase of the bilayer number, the ion cross-linking networks

Figure 1. FTIR spectra of PWA, CS, and CS-PWA complex. [Color figure

can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.

com.]
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within the multilayer become denser, which reduces the uptake

of water. The swelling ratio of the membranes behaves just as

the water uptake. However, at 808C, the LbL self-assembly

shows significantly different modification effects on the sub-

strate membranes with two different DSs. The SPPESK1.01/(CS/

PWA)n membranes exhibit much lower water uptake and swel-

ling ratio than the pristine membrane. For instance, the pristine

SPPESK1.01 membrane has a water uptake of 148% and a swel-

ling ratio of 58%, whereas those values of the SPPESK1.01/(CS/

PWA)2-5 membranes fall below 85 and 31%, respectively. The

electrostatic interaction and the dense ion cross-linking net-

works within the multilayer dramatically inhibit the widening of

pathways for water transport, restricting the uptake of water

and the swelling behavior. In contrast, this restriction has little

effects on the SPPESK0.74 membrane, which has relatively low

swelling ratio and narrow pathways. Thus, the hydroscopic

property of the multilayer is predominant, increasing the water

uptake and swelling ratio of the pristine SPPESK0.74 mem-

brane, just as at 308C.

Proton Conductivity. Proton conduction is a key consideration

when evaluating potential of membranes for fuel cell applica-

tions.23,39 Figure 6 displays proton conductivity of the SPPESK

and SPPESK/(CS/PWA)n membranes. It is shown that conduc-

tivity of the LbL self-assembly composite membranes increases

firstly and then decreases with the increasing bilayer numbers.

For both DSs, the SPPESK/(CS/PWA)1 membranes exhibit the

highest conductivity. However, the combination of -SO3H

groups with CS is detrimental to proton conduction. However,

the increasing water uptake of the composite membranes shown

in Figure 5 and the strong proton donation nature of PWA are

favorable to proton conduction. The overall effect is the

improvement of conductivity. With increasing bilayer numbers,

denser ion cross-linking networks restrict the uptake of water

and the conductivity decreases ultimately. In addition, because

of the different swelling behaviors shown in Figure 7, when con-

structing 3 bilayers, the SPPESK0.74/(CS/PWA)3 membrane still

shows higher conductivity at 808C than the pristine SPPESK0.74

membrane, whereas conductivity of the SPPESK1.01/(CS/PWA)3

Figure 3. SEM images of the structure of the SPPESK1.01/(CS/PWA)5 membrane: (a) the cross section of the SPPESK1.01/(CS/PWA)5 membrane; (b)

the cross section of 1/2 bilayer; (c) the surface morphology of the SPPESK1.01/(CS/PWA)5 membrane.

Figure 2. Schematics of the SPPESK/(CS/PWA)n composite membrane. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonline-

library.com.]
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membrane is slightly lower compared with the pristine

SPPESK1.01 membrane.

A balance must be achieved between the conductivity and the

mechanical stability. Taking both points into account, the LbL

self-assembly has different modification effects on the SPPESK

membrane substrate of different DSs. For lower DS of 0.74,

when constructing 1 bilayer, the composite membrane exhibits

the best performance. The conductivity reaches 96.49 mS cm21

(808C), 16% higher than that of the SPPESK0.74 membrane

(83.34 mS cm21), and the swelling ratio is still below 20%

despite slight increase. For higher DS of 1.01, when constructing

3 bilayers, the composite membrane is proved to be excellent.

In contrast to the excessive swollen pristine SPPESK1.01 mem-

brane (swelling ratio of 58% at 808C), the SPPESK1.01/(CS/

PWA)3 membrane shows a swelling ratio of 29% with compara-

tive proton conductivity. In a word, the LbL self-assembly ele-

vates the conductivity of the membrane of lower DS and

enhances the swelling stability of the membrane of higher DS. It

can be concluded that the LbL self-assembly technique has

broadened the available DS range for fuel cell applications.

Methanol Permeability

Methanol crossover not only results in the reduction of cell effi-

ciency, but also poisons cathode catalysts.40 Thus, low methanol

permeability is expected. Methanol permeability of the SPPESK

and the SPPESK/(CS/PWA)n membranes at 258C are depicted

in Figure 8. Apparently, the membranes with higher DS of 1.01

display faster methanol permeation. It is known that methanol

is carried by H3O1 ion just as proton.41 With higher DS, conti-

nuity of hydrophilic domains of SPPESK is improved by more

water molecules and wider ion-channels, accelerating the diffu-

sion of methanol.42 Moreover, it is shown that methanol perme-

ability of the composite membranes is lowered after LbL self-

assembly modification and decreases as the number of bilayer

increases. For instance, the SPPESK0.74/(CS/PWA)3 membrane

decreases by 45% to 1.4 3 1027 cm2 s21 and the SPPESK1.01/

(CS/PWA)5 membrane decreases by 30% to 6.54 3 1027

cm2 s21. The results indicate that the electrostatic interaction

between the multilayer and substrate and formation of ion

cross-linking networks within the multilayer restrain the trans-

port of methanol efficiently.

For the applications of PEMFCs, PEMs should have high proton

conductivity and relatively low methanol permeability simulta-

neously. The selectivity, defined as the ratio of conductivity and

permeability, is often used to evaluate the overall balance

between them. Selectivity of the pristine and composite mem-

branes is shown in Figure 9 and is compared with that of

Nafion212 at the same time. It can be seen that the LbL self-

assembly elevates the membrane selectivity, especially for lower

DS. Furthermore, all membranes present a higher selectivity

than Nafion212. For example, the SPPESK0.74/(CS/PWA)3

membrane has the selectivity of 2.78 3 1026 mS s cm23, 20

times higher than that of Nafion212, indicating that the LbL

Figure 4. IEC values of the SPPESK and the SPPESK/(CS/PWA)n mem-

branes. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available

at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 5. (a) Water uptake of the SPPESK and the SPPESK/(CS/PWA)n

membranes; (b) Swelling ratio of the SPPESK and the SPPESK/(CS/

PWA)n membranes. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which

is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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self-assembly is a promising technique in preparing and modify-

ing PEMs for fuel cell applications.

Thermal Stability

TGA and DTG curves of the SPPESK and the SPPESK/(CS/

PWA)n membranes are shown in Figure 9(a,b), respectively, and

the corresponding data of 5% weight loss temperature (Td5%)

and maximum weight loss rate temperature (Td-max) are listed

in Table I. According to Table I, Td5% of the SPPESK0.74 mem-

brane and the SPPESK0.74/(CS/PWA)3 membrane are equal and

that of SPPESK1.01/(CS/PWA)5 membrane is 268C higher com-

pared with the SPPESK1.01 membrane. It demonstrates that the

electrostatic interaction existing within the multilayer and

between the multilayer film and substrate have a positive effect

on the thermal stability of membrane with high DS. It is also

Figure 6. Proton conductivity of the SPPESK and the SPPESK/(CS/PWA)n

membranes. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is

available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 7. Methanol permeability of the SPPESK and the SPPESK/(CS/

PWA)n membranes at 258C. [Color figure can be viewed in the online

issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 8. Selectivity of the SPPESK, the SPPESK/(CS/PWA)n membranes

and Nafion212 at 258C.

Figure 9. (a) TGA curves of the SPPESK and the SPPESK/(CS/PWA)n

membranes; (b) DTG curves of the SPPESK and the SPPESK/(CS/PWA)n

membranes. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is

available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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observed from Figure 9 that both composite and pristine mem-

branes possess three weight loss platforms. The first step with

Td1-max (274–2808C) is attributed to the sulfonic acid group

(ASO3H) splitting off. Clearly, the loss weight of the

SPPESK0.74 membrane is lower than that of the SPPESK1.01

membrane owing to its fewer ASO3H groups. In addition, the

composite membranes lose less weight than the pristine mem-

brane, which can be interpreted that some ASO3H groups com-

bined with CS are not degraded. The second step with Td2-max

(366-3738C) may be caused by the multilayer film and residual

solvents.9 The last step assigned to the degradation of backbone

is at 505–5258C, and as seen, Td3-max of the SPPESK0.74/(CS/

PWA)3 membrane and the SPPESK1.01/(CS/PWA)5 membrane

are 520 and 5228C, respectively, about 148C higher than that of

the corresponding pristine membranes, indicating that mem-

branes modified by LbL self-assembly exhibit highly thermal

stability.

CONCLUSIONS

SPPESK composite membranes with two different DSs are pre-

pared through the electrostatic LbL self-assembly method using

polycation CS and negatively charged PWA. The characteriza-

tions of FTIR, SEM, and IEC have verified the success of the

multilayer assembly. The membrane properties results indicate

that the LbL self-assembly has different effects on the SPPESK

membrane substrates of different DSs. It elevates proton con-

ductivity of the SPPESK membrane of lower DS and enhances

swelling stability of the SPPESK membrane of higher DS. For

instance, proton conductivity of the SPPESK0.74/(CS/PWA)1

membrane increases by 16% to 96.49 mS cm21 (808C), and

swelling ratio of the SPPESK1.01/(CS/PWA)3 membrane

decreases from 58% (808C) to 29%. It can be concluded that

the LbL self-assembly has broadened the available DS range for

fuel cell applications and reveals that an optimal DS must be

determined according to the desired performance. Moreover,

because of the electrostatic interaction and the ion cross-linking

networks, permeability of the SPPESK0.74/(CS/PWA)3 mem-

brane and the SPPESK1.01/(CS/PWA)5 membrane is reduced by

45 and 30%, respectively. In summary, the LbL self-assembly is

proved to be a promising method in preparation and modifica-

tion of PEMs.
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